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Khomeini’s General Intelligence Service
Khomeini’s regime has several intelligence and security services. The major part of these services focuses on data
collection with the objective of executing terrorist activities against organized activities inside Iran and Iraq and in
other countries. At the same time the regime seeks to impose its intelligence hegemony on the development of Iraq
in various ways and always tries to increase its information regarding the situation in Iraq and the Kurdish areas
while updating this information.
So, before we begin the study of the enemy’s main intelligence services that manage terrorist activities primarily, we
are going to explain the general structure and the main divisions of the regime that are divided into three divisions.
1.

The Military Intelligence Services in the Army and the Guard
The military intelligence is divided into two divisions: The army and the guards.
a.

The army:
The military intelligence service is like the “second staff” in very unit and the land force intelligence
as well. The second department is for the military joint staff whose duties consist in gathering military
information.

b. The guards:
The organization of the guards has two intelligence services. Each one is a unit intelligence service a
land force intelligence assistance is and a guards joint staff intelligence department whose mission is to
gather military information. The second intelligence service is a terrorist one. It is called : “Jerusalem
force”. This force follows up on the special intelligence and terrorist duries inside and outside Iran.
2.

The Intelligence Services within the Internal Security Forces:
All the information gathered by the internal security forces of the intelligence units all over the country
reaches the “Security Assistance” which falls under the Ministry of Interior. This department works under
the supervision of the commander of the internal security forces who is the guards Chief Rida Sayf Ilahi. It
consists of the following departments:
First: The public security affairs led by Ghulam Husayn Balandiyan
Second: The police affairs department led by Mina’i
It is important to mention that the country’s Security Council is the highest service fro decision-making
processes regarding the internal security matters the special pertinent plans at the level of the Ministry of
Interior. The Minister of Interior is in charge of this council: There is also a council called the “Province
Security Council”. It plays the same role in every province.

3.

Security & Intelligence Services:
To establish security in the country, all these services meet in the Ministry of Intelligence. The main task
for the regime “information” is in the Ministry of Intelligence in general. It collets information it needs
through the other intelligence services.
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The party responsible vis-à-vis the National Supreme Security Council is led by the President is the
Ministry of Intelligence. This service is in charge of collecting information to confront the so-called internal
and external challenges. This task is executed in the regime’s Security Council via committed called
intelligence committee which is led by a Minister or the deputy Minister of Intelligence. This operation is
current in different cities through: The Intelligence Department” which exists in all the (23) provinces of the
country.
In this regard we are going to study and evaluate the situation of three main hostile intelligence services.
They are: “The =Ministry of Intelligence” and: ”The Guards Jerusalem Force” and ‘Ramadan Headquarter”
( The first corps of The Guards Jerusalem Force). These execute the main terrorist duties on behalf of the
regime and other countries through these services and through a coordination and orientation mechanism.
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The tasks they are in charge of are:
First: Military and strategic data collection for the neighboring countries (especially Iraq).
Second: Physical liquidation a terrorist acts against those oppose d or running from the regime.
Third: Training- Organization- Education, orientation and planning for the narrow-minded elements of
the Islamic countries in order to overthrow their Government and establish a regime similar to
Khomeini’s in those countries.
Fourth: Export terrorism under the cover of backing up the liberal movements all over the world.
B. The Organization of Jerusalem Force Staff
Jerusalem force has the following intelligence:
First: The military Staff:
Jerusalem force military staff has 14 Directorates and they are:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.
l.
m.
n.

Intelligence Directorate
Movement Directorate
Training Directorate
Finance Directorate
Research and Evaluation Directorate
Investigation and Inspection Directorate
Human force Directorate
Technical Directorate
Administrative Directorate
Planning and Projects Directorate
Data Security Directorate
(Medical treatment ) health Directorate
Communication Directorate
Engineering Directorate

Second: International Affairs
These services are in charge of studying the political and economic issues of the Arab and Islamic
countries, especially the regime’s neighboring countries. There are political communications with
fundamentalist forces of those countries through this force’ military staff. This includes the
following countries:
1. Lebanon
2. Palestine
3. Syria
4. Afghanistan
5. Turkey
6. Pakistan
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7.
8.
9.
10.

The Soviets
The African countries (Sudan, Egypt and...)
Middle East
Iraq

C. Combat System of Jerusalem Guard Force:
This force has four command headquarters in bordering regions. It conducts intelligence and combat
activities fro Jerusalem force in different areas. In addition to four headquarters or “corps” there are
several terrorist guard units in direct contact with this force command.
Badr 9 corps is linked with Iraq’s Supreme Council and considered to be one of the units linked to
Jerusalem force. This is the work scope of each service:
First: Headquarters of the Bordering Provinces:
1. Ramadan Headquarter (First corps)
This headquarter is in charge of intelligence within the Iraqi territories. It also organizes and
supports the Kurds and Iraqi opposition groups. Ramadan headquarter has two branches along
the borderline. They are: “al-Nasr headquarter” North West of Iran (Northern sector) under the
command of an agent called Shahla’I and “Al-Fajr headquarter in the South under the
command of agent Fruzandah. These two headquarters direct and lead all of the headquarters
activities along the line bordering Iraq.
2.

Nabiy Akram Headquarter (Second Corps):
The counter band and tribes network section is located in the area of Sistan and Balushistan.
Pakistan’s affairs is under the responsibilities of this headquarter.

3.

Hamzah Headquarter (Third corps)
This headquarter is in charge of all the terrorist activities of Khomeini’s regime. It is in touch
of the opposing Kurdish groups I Turkey and also in charge of repressing the Kurd in Iran as
well attacking shooting and conducting terrorist acts against the Iranian Kurdish groups within
Iraq.

4.

Al-Ansar Headquarter (Fourth corps)
It organizes and supports the Afghan groups inside Iran and conduct intelligence activities in
the borders between Afghanistan and Pakistan by recruiting the Afghan and Pakistani forces.
This headquarter has several headquarters under it in the cities of Zabil-Mashad- MirjawahBirjand and Taybad.

Second: The terrorist units and groups:
1. The Fifth Corps (5000):
One the duties of this corps is executing special terrorist acts and organizing terrorist groups
outside Iran’s borders. The communications of these forces are top secret. The scope of work
of this corps is Turkey since there are non-Iranians among the members of this corps. The
commander of this corps is agent Haj Mansur.
2.

Sixth Corps (6000):
This corps follows the execution of the terrorist operations outside Iran. The scope of work of
this corps is the execution of special
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terrorist operations in the Gulf countries. The commander this corps is an agent named Shirazi.
3.

The Seventh Corps (Lebanon)
The duties of this corps are to execute terrorist acts and establish a relationship with the
fundamentalist forces in Lebanon. The forces of this corps consist of forces returning to the
areas of Teheran Province guards corps. The permanent cadres of the organizational structure
of this corps change once every three months.

4.

The Eighth Corps (Africa)
One of the duties of this corps is to execute terrorist activities in the African countries and
establish relationships with the existing forces in the African countries such as Algeria,
Tunisia and Sudan. This corps has a very active role in Sudan. Based on the information we
have, this corps has opened several headquarters in Sudan in order to train the Sudanese army
to obtain a base for its activities in the neighboring countries especially Egypt.

5.

9000 Corps
This corps carry out terrorist operations for the regime are in Europe, America and sometimes
Asia and some Arab countries. The commander of this corps is Hajj Nahidian. His assistant is
Dushti.

6.

Malik Ashtar Corps
The assassinations and the operations that are carried out outside the Iranian borders are
among the duties of this corps.

7.

The Intelligence Headquarter on the Iranian-Azerbaijan border
After the collapse of the Soviet Union the guards Brigadier General has ordered Buyakhaji to
establish a camp on the Iranian-Azerbaijan border and the Iranian-Armenian border. This
headquarter seems to follow the intelligence activities of Jerusalem Force on the Northern
borders with the former Soviet Union.

Third: Badr 9 corps and the military unit of the Supreme Council:
Badr 9 is the military arm of the Supreme Council under the leadership of Mulla Baqir Hakim.
This corps infiltrates the Iraqi territories by forming several of the advanced headquarters along the
border line. It carries out war and terrorist operations. The main headquarter of Badr 9 forces is the
lagoons and swamps that are in the Southern sector. There you have those who are running from
the Iraqi Shiites. Badr 9 corps has a military unit called “Military unit”. It consists of Iraqi
elements from Ramadan headquarter. The duty of this unit is to recruit people on behalf of Badr 9
corps. This unit is divided into seven areas. Currently it has 18 headquarters all over Iran.
The organization of the Iraqi Shiite groups is under the responsibility of this corps since it orients
and plans terrorist operations as well as guerrilla warfare in Iraq. Currently one of the duties of this
corps is to carry out terrorist operations against the organization inside the Iraqi territories
D. Centers and the other Jerusalem forces.
First: Training Centers
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1.

Imam ‘Ali Training Camp
In this camp which is considered to be responsible for training on operations outside the
national borders conventional security and intelligence courses were conducted. This camp
plays the role of what is called “Security affairs faculty”. The address of this camp is:
Teheran- Tajrish square- The end of al-Barzakuh Boulevard.

2.

Al-Quds Faculty in Qum
This faculty was known as “The Nations School” and had two centers:
“Qa’im” and “Khatam”. Belief training lectures are provided there.

3.

Khatam al-‘Anbiyya’ Camp
This camp is a training center for the intelligence, operations and reconnaissance elements.
The term of study in it is one year.

4.

Muntazari Camp is linked to Najaf
This camp is a radio and map reading training center. This session is about the intelligence
and reconnaissance elements.

Second: Communication Station in Cyprus
Jerusalem Force includes communication station in Cyprus whose objective is terrorist activities
under the supervision of Isma’il Amir Hashimi.
Third: Intelligence and Security Divisions outside the Guards Borders (Tawabis):
The intelligence and security divisions outside the guards borders which was established in a unit
outside the guard borders.
They were transferred to Jerusalem force after this force was created. This division is in a direction
connection with agent “Wahidi” the commander of Jerusalem force and does not have any
connection of the Jerusalem force assistance.
The duty of these divisions is to collect information from the opposing forces where they practice
their terrorist activities based on the information they receive. “Tawabis” operates under the
supervision of Manshawi the Director of Wahidi Office.
4.

Ramadan Headquarter
a. The duties and organization of Ramadan headquarter:
Ramadan headquarter is considered to be (the first corps of Jerusalem force). The guard is primarily an
intelligence force. Its special duty is to collect information about Iraq then establish headquarters and
intelligence bases of mobilization along the border line between Iran and Iraq and also inside the Iraqi
Kurdistan using their agents who try to gather military and strategic information about Iraq as well as
the groups and regimes who oppose the Government of the Mullahs. This headquarter is provides part
of the information needed by the Khomeini regime in order to carry out its air attacks and ground
operations including terrorist activities.
Ramadan headquarter is responsible for conduction communications on the front and the Iraqi
opposing factions (Among the Kurds and the Shiites). It benefits from the capabilities of these groups
to achieve its goals. This includes sending intelligence operatives and terrorists inside the Iraqi
territories to conduct different missions.
b. Operations Headquarters::
Ramadan headquarters conducts operations through two main headquarters. They are: “Al-Farq
headquarters” along
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the border lines with Iraq and also several mobilization bases and headquarters.
The duties of al-Farq headquarters are to obtain information form the Iraqi military armed forces and
their organization as well as the social circumstances in Iraq.
The headquarters of al-Faraq does not have a unit of their own and follow the facts via the headquarters
they fall under.
Al-Isnad and mortars, engineering, artillery and the anti-aircraft system in al-Faraq headquarters is
centralized. For instance the 271st anti-aircraft brigade is in charge of the ground combat within all alFaraq headquarters. These headquarters hold weekly meetings under the following title “Meeting of the
military command council. All the commanders of these headquarters are supposed to participate in
this meeting. Ramadan headquarter is consists of 2 of al-Faraq headquarters and several headquarters
of the other type along the border line with Iraq. These headquarters are:
First: The headquarter of al-Nasr in the North-West
This headquarter is in charge of establishing a relationship with Kurdish groups of Iraq and the
Kurdish opposition and also to confront the Iranian Kurds who are in Iraq. This headquarter is
located in the city of “Naqdah” led by agent Shahlabi. The headquarters that under this headquarter
in the bordering cities in the provinces of Western Azerbaijan and Kurdistan are:
1. Mriwan headquarter that has two satellite headquarters and they are:
a. Pasha headquarter located along the border line in the sector of Mriwan in North of the
city
b. Sawji headquarter which is located on the borderline of the Mriwan sector of Pasha
headquarter
2. Piranshar headquarter
3. Pawh headquarter
4. Headquarters inside Iraq that include other small headquarters in the other Kurdish cities and
they are:
a. Diana headquarter that is located in the area of Qal’ah Dizah across from Piranshar sector
b. Sulaymaniyyah headquarter that located in the city of Sulaymaniyyah.
c. Arbil headquarter that is located in the city of Arbil.
d. Binjawin headquarter that is located inside Iraq across from Mriwan sector.
Second: The Headquarter of Fajr in the South
This headquarter is located in the city of Ahwaz. The scope of its work includes the Southern
sector. It is in charge of coordinating the activities of Badr 9 forces.
The commander of this headquarter is agent Ahmad Fruzandah.
Here are the headquarters that fall under this headquarter in the Southern sector:
1. The mobilization headquarters in Dahlawan. It is called Shaykhi headquarter. It is 3
kilometers east of Wadi Jilat.
2. The mobilization headquarter in Bustan
3. The mobilization headquarter is in Khuramshahr
c.

The Duties of Borders Headquarters:
The coordination among these headquarters are made with the intelligence assistance services of
Ramadan headquarter. These headquarters control the activities of the Iraqi opposition parties and do
the necessary in that regard. In each headquarter there are several contacts with a certain number of
parties. These headquarters are under the command of the main headquarter. Each headquarter is
responsible for the military discipline on Nusud axis and monitors the activities of
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the Iraqi opposition and the regime elements inside the country and outside as well.
d.

Ramadan headquarter intelligence services
The intelligence activities of this headquarter are carried out by intelligence service assistance
headquarter, which responsible for gathering news and information from different sources and also
investigations and their analysis. It is also in charge of sending groups for monitoring the Iraqi
territories.
Choosing and training intelligence units for the main headquarters and the headquarters that fall under
them is the responsibility of this headquarter. The intelligence assistance consists of the following
divisions:
First: Operational Intelligence
This division communicates efficiently with the operational planning assistance department. It
receives news and information through the intelligence units of the main headquarters and the
satellite headquarters. This information is received through the planning and operations Directorate.
The intelligence information is provided by the office of investigation and guerrilla warfare studies
which is a link between the intelligence Directorate and the political intelligence. These are their
duties:
- Preparing the intelligence elements for the main headquarters and the satellite headquarters of
Ramadan headquarter.
- Dispatching reconnaissance teams to the bordering areas
- Scrutinizing the news and the information received through the chain of command such as the
operations and planning Directorate and the political information.
- Selecting the indigenous people of the area including the Kurds among them and send them to
intelligence and operations units of the main headquarters and the satellite headquarters and
use them as guides to accompany the reconnaissance teams.
- Intelligence education that benefits Planning and Operations Directorate as well as the
command staff of Ramadan headquarter
- Communicating with the Kurdish complexes and Badr 9 corps since these groups have a
liaison officer within the intelligence Directorate of Ramadan headquarter
Second: Office of Investigation Guerrilla Warfare Studies
This office is a link between the intelligence Directorate and the political studies. It keeps in touch
with other departments in this Directorate and the other organizations such as the operations and
planning Directorate. It inquires about the main duties of this office namely sending special
reconnaissance teams deep in the Iraqi territories. These elements were in touch in this office
which has a duty within the satellite headquarters and which under the control of the operational
intelligence. Their main task is to carry out reconnaissance activities deep inside the Iraqi
territories. It is important to note that reconnaissance on the borderline and areas close to the
borders is done by the operations and intelligence unit of the main headquarter and the satellite
headquarters.
These are the tasks of the office of investigation and Guerrilla Warfare Studies in a nutshell:
- It is a link between the intelligence and the political information Directorate as well as the
elements that used by the news and information departments after they are questioned. They
are then delivered to the office of investigation and guerrilla warfare studies. This office uses
them as guides for the special reconnaissance teams deep in the Iraqi territories.
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Once their duty is finished, they are delivered to the Kurdish groups or they are referred to Kurdish
camps.
- They study the news and the information they receive from the political information division.
- They send special reconnaissance teams deep in the Iraqi territories to complete the existing
information and to obtain the other required information.
Third: Securing information:
The duty of this division is to preserve Ramadan headquarters’ security and intelligence including
the satellite headquarters. The element of this division is all over the headquarters but they do their
job either secretly or openly under the command of Ramadan headquarters. They monitor various
services. Data security personnel also monitor the activities of the Iraqi opposition in Iran. On of
the duties of this division is the inspection and scrutiny of the military equipment and weapons in
the units and the headquarters under the first corps.
Fourth: The Political Bureaus
The central intelligence Directorate includes several bureaus in different bordering areas called
“Political bureau”. There is a contact between these bureaus an different parties. The bureau gets
the data and the news through its sensors (TC: spies) among the Kurds and the agents in every area.
Some political bureaus are located in the building of the satellite headquarters, but their activities
are different from the satellite headquarters’ activities. There is a direct contact between them and
the intelligence Directorate.
e.

The Political Information Bureau:
The political information division operates independently from the intelligence Directorate. Its task is
to gather news and data from open sources and radio interception and through intelligences sensors.
This unit works with the objective of completing what the intelligence Directorate is lacking in terms
of political information like:
First: A communication center
Second: Obtaining news and data through intelligence sensors from the Kurds, the Arabs and other
channels.
Third: Radio communications through the radio or television (This includes all external and Persian
radio broadcast). The radio communication center in Bakhtiar is in al-Fajr building and also in
Sandaj.
Fourth: Screening and classifying the news and distribute it in the intelligence Directorate.

f.

Other Centers for Ramadan Headquarters
In addition to the main central headquarters and which we alluded to in the diagram, there are other
centers:
First: The Median Sectors
1. Kasah Karan training center South West of Kilan
2. Machine and weapons repair Centers for Ramadan headquarter on Bakhtaran road towards
Kamiaran (Route 5)
3. Intelligence center for Ramadan headquarter on Bakhtaran road- Islamabad.
4. Political information center for Ramadan headquarter in Bakhtarn, Azaday square, crossroad
after al-Ajaq crossroad-
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5. The main headquarter for the 281st anti-aircraft brigades, Tanak Kanshat corps in Bakhtaran.
6. The headquarter for the administrative affairs for Ramadan headquarter in Bakhtaran
7. The main headquarter of Ramadan headquarter in Bakhtaran
Second: The Southern Sector
1.
2.

Unofficial Training camp in Ahwaz in Carmin camp
Tabtaba’i Nathrad camp is located in the South
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Republic of Iraq
2685
President’s Office
Intelligence service
Information
Secret
Mr. Yahya
Date: 07/1993
Memo in the presence of the officer responsible for this matter #9434
To section 1 division 3
Signature
6/7
Enclosed is a file containing the organizational structure of the Iranian regime’s intelligence services which we
provided to the representatives of Mujahid Khalq organization.
Regards
Enclosures
File
Mr. Salim Muhammad Nahi
Ahmad Zaki
Muhawishi ‘Atiwi
For review the Director each according to their [ILLEGIBLE]
07/06/ 1993
Signature
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Republic of Iraq
2684
President’s Office
Intelligence service
Information
Mr. Yahya
Date: 08/ 12/1993
#: 1578

To the Director of Intelligence/ Section 1/ Division 2
In reference to your memo # 3352 dated 07/24/1993 we enclose a copy of the footnote of the intelligence Director
dated 08/9/1993 about the information provided to us about Jerusalem Force which is you are to inform the
Jordanian counterpart about.
This is for your information. Please take the necessary measures.
Regards
Enclosures
A Copy of a footnote
Information

Signature
Yahya
Date: 08/11 1993
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THE OPINION AND THE DECISION
I would provide the Jordanian intelligence with information if the information they provided us with is worth the
reciprocation.
Mr. Ahmad Zaki
To Directorate 1

Director of the Intelligence service
08/9/1993

Signature

To the intelligence service Director
Enclosed is [ILLEGIBLE] with a footnote from the intelligence service Director to Directorate 1/ [ILLEGIBLE]
Date: 08/10
Section 1
Signature
For your information pending your approbation
Regards
Deputy Director of the intelligence service
08/09/1993
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To the Deputy Director of the intelligence service
Subject: Jerusalem Force
We wish to inform you a bout the following:
1.
2.

3.
4.

Informing Directorate 1 about the approval of the intelligence service Director to provide the Jordanian
counterpart with some data pertaining to Jerusalem Force.
Enclosed is the information that the Iranian section has about the Jerusalem Force. It was obtained from
Mujahdi Khalq organization and Teheran station as well as the other sources of the people which are
considered to be comprehensive that can be conveyed to the Jordanian counterpart and the other friendly
parties.
Iran’s section has other indications about the Jerusalem Force. It is currently being looked into and will be
presented for the same purpose later on.
Based on has transpired above, we think that the intelligence service Director can give his approval to
provide information about Jerusalem Force to the Jordanian counterpart and the other friendly parties
through Directorate 1.
For your information…with regards
Date: 08/07
Ahmad Zaki
Director General of Directorate 4
Date: 08/07/1993
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1.

Jerusalem Force is one of the Iranian terrorist intelligence services. It is in charge of executing the terrorist
intelligence duties inside and outside Iran. Therefore the establishment of this force was decided after IranIraq war to reorganize (the revolutionary guard) in 1900 by uniting all forces and services that were
focusing on the guards intelligence activities beyond the borders. The most senior e country) and most
experienced commanders were hired (among those who had an outstanding role in the terrorist operations
outside the country) in the Joint Staff command of Jerusalem Force.

2.

The man in charge of Jerusalem Force command is (‘Abd-al-Hamid Ahmad Wahidi). The duties that were
assigned to this force are:
a. Collections of military and strategic information in the neighboring countries
b. Interfering in the Islamic countries’ internal affairs particularly in (Algeria.), Tunisia, Lebanon, Jordan,
Egypt, Turkey, Afghanistan and Pakistan).
c. Large scale interference in the internal affairs of Iraq
d. Physical liquidation of the elements opposing the Iranian regime abroad.
e. Support of the P.K.K (Turkish labor party)
f. Execution of terrorist operations
g. Provide support and training to the Islamic organizations that penetrate the Islamic countries.

3.

All the Iranian institutions and the Ministries are responsible for the appropriate coverage of the Jerusalem
Force elements so that they would carry out their missions.

4.

The Staff linked to the commander of this force coordinates the missions and duties of the formations
linked to it. The international affairs bureau of this force is one of services responsible for studying the
political economic and cultural issues of the Arab and Islamic countries (particularly those neighboring the
regime). It is responsible for making political contacts with the fundamentalist elements of those countries.
The following are secondary bureaus linked to it
a. Bureau of Lebanon
b. Bureau of Palestine
c. Bureau of Syria
d. Bureau of Afghanistan
e. Bureau of Turkey
f. Bureau of Pakistan
g. Bureau of the Soviet Union
h. Bureau of Africa (It includes the African Arab counties in addition to the African Muslim countries )
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i.
j.
5.

Bureau of the Middle-East (It is in charge of the Jordanian Affairs and the Arab Gulf countries and the
other Middle-Eastern countries.
Bureau of Iraq

The Jerusalem Force consists of :
a. Bordering provinces headquarters
It consists of four command headquarters in the bordering areas. They are in charge of the intelligence
and combat activities in addition to several guards terrorist units directly linked to this force command.
The following is scope of work of each headquarter:
First. Ramadan operation headquarter: It is in charge of executing intelligence and combat duties inside
the Iraqi territories.
Second. (Nabi Akram) operations headquarter. It is in charge of fighting smuggling and tribe networks
in the areas of Sistan, Balushistan, and Pakistan’s affairs.
Third Hamzah headquarter: It is in charge of managing terrorist activities and communications among
the Kurdish opposing groups in Turkey and also the Iranian Kurds.
Fourth. Al-Ansar headquarter: It is in charge of supporting the Afghan groups that are inside Iran and
carries out intelligence missions on the Afghan-Pakistani borders.
b.

Terrorist nits and groups
They consist of the following corps:
First. The (5000) corps: One of the missions of this corps is to execute special terrorist operations and
organize secret terrorist groups outside the Iranian borders. Turkey is this corps’ scope of work. In
it there are non-Iranian people who are members in the corps. The commander of this corps is (Haj
Mansur).
Second. The (6000) corps: This corps follows up on the terrorist operations outside Iran. It is in charge
of executing special terrorist operations in the Arab Gulf countries. The man in charge of this
corps is (Shirazi).
Third. The seventh corps: One of the duties of this corps is the execution of terrorist operations and
establishes relations with the Lebanese fundamentalist forces. The forces of this corps consist of
the revolutionary guards of Teheran province. They change every (3) three months. The man in
charge is (Haj Rida Sabiri).
Fourth. The eighth corps: The duty of this corps is to execute terrorist operations in the African
countries and establish relationship with the forces already in Algeria, Tunisia and Sudan. This
corps is active in Sudan. The man in charge of this corps is (Sarraf Bur).
Fifth. (9000) corps: It is in charge of executing the regime’s terrorist operations in Europe,
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America and sometimes in Asia. The man in charge of this corps is (Haj Nahidian).
Sixth. Malik al-Ashtar brigade: One of its duties is to carry out assassinations outside the Iranian
borders. The man in charge of this brigade is the guards Brigadier General named (Husni Niya).
Seventh. The intelligence headquarter on the Iran-Azerbaijan and the Iranian-Armenian borders. It is in
charge of following the intelligence activities on Iran’s Northern borders.
6.

Training Camps
a. (Imam ‘Ali) training camp. This camp is responsible for training on operations outside the borders. It
also provides conventional security and intelligence courses. It is located in Teheran, Tajrish Square at
the end of al-Bazruqah Boulevard.
b. Qum Jerusalem Faculty. It used to known as (al-‘Umam School). It has two centers:
First. Qum Center
Second. Khatam Center
Religious lectures are provided there before the candidate of that force.
c. Khatam al-Anbiyya’ Camp: This training camp is in charge of training intelligence elements on
operations and reconnaissance. The school term is one year.
d. Muntazari Camp: It is in charge of training people on the use of radio equipment and map reading.
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In The Name of Allah the Most Compassionate the Most Merciful

Iraqi Intelligence Service
Republic of Iraq
President’s Office
Intelligence Service

To Directorate 1/ Section 1 /Division 2
In reference to your memo 3353 dated 01/24/1993 enclosed is the information pertaining to (Jerusalem Force).
We hope to obtain the approval of the Intelligence Director to circulate it to the rest of the friendly services
Regards
Signature
Ahmad Zaki
Yahya02
08/
Hasanayn
08/02
Directorate 4, Directorate 25
August 1993
Urgent/
R
For the Deputy Director of intelligence review with
the signature of the Director General regarding the
request of Directorate 1. We provide what we have
to the Jordanians and others pointing out to the existence
of other indications under scrutiny and which we will present
at a later date for the same purpose.
08/07
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Top Secret
Above is the reply to [Handwriting not legible]] Directorate 1/1/2/3352
07/25
To Directorate 4

2676

4599
07/25
Iraqi Intelligence Service

Republic of Iraq
President’s Office
Intelligence Service

775
07/25/1993

Information
Date: 07/24/1993

The intelligence Director has given his approval to provide the Jordanian counterpart with the information
you have about the Jerusalem Force which falls under the Iranian revolutionary guard according the enclosed
inquiries.
For your information and please advise.
Regards
Enclosures
Form with queries.
Director of Directorate 1/1/2 proxy
07/24/1993
Mr. Ahmad Zaki
Please take the necessary measures and coordinate with
Mr. Khalil Ibrahim based on the information he may have about the subject.
Signature
07/26
1294
07/
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During the last two years the press and the opposing Iranian Mujahidi Khalq organization have reported that
Iran has established the organization of Jerusalem Force which falls under the Iranian revolutionary guard and
that one of missions is to support the extremist Islamic movements.
We are eager to know more about Jerusalem Forces as follows:
-

-

The purpose of establishing it
Its relationship with the Guard
Its commander
Its mission… Does it have terrorist missions or to export the revolution… such as to Iraq,
Lebanon
Its relationship with the other Iranian policies such as the Ministry of Intelligence and the
Ministry of Guidance.
The Army
Its composition and the nature of its elements
Does it have independent camps and training centers or within the guard forces.
Its capabilities to carry out activities and operations outside Iran.
Is it active vis-à-vis Jordan
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Top Secret
Republic of Iraq
President’s Office
Date: 08/10/1993

2675
Intelligence Service

Information
To Directorate 3 /2/1
In reference to your memo 607 dated 08/03/1993, we wish to inform you that the information contained in the report
has been [UNINTELLIGIBLE]. Enclosed is your memo with the confirmed information about the new structure of
the Iranian security services It has been confirmed to be accurate and public rather than secret.
For your information
Regards
Signed
Ahmad Zaki

Yahya
08/10

Directorate 4
08/10/1993
Top Secret
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[This page is a duplicate of page 23 except that the date on this page is 08/09/ 1993 instead of 08/10/1993]
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Top Secret
Republic of Iraq
President’s Office
Date: 12/20/1992
#: 2/1/9/25

2678
Intelligence Service

Information Directorate, 2/1/9
To Division 8
As a follow up to our memo 45 dated 12/13/1992 we refer you to the information that interest you regarding the
same subject which is as follows:
1.

Sudan has become the main base to Jerusalem Forces in North Africa. Jerusalem Forces are in “Sh’ayat”
area and “Karawi”. They are in the process of establishing camps there. The Iranian ahs allocated 20
million dollars to build these camps.
Mr. Ahmad Zaki the organizing cadre is secured by Jerusalem Forces in Teheran. The commander of one of
these camps which was named after one of the Sudanese citizens named (Na’im Bakrawi). in coordination
with force 9 and its sector. A man named Majid in the Lebanese Bekaa valley and is considered one of the
founders of Hezbollah in Lebanon. Generally the forces in the camps consist of elements from North Africa
(Tunisia, Morocco, Egypt, and Algeria).
In addition to the educational and religious trainings, they receive trainings with the Sudanese soldiers in
Southern Sudan. They are trained to fight against the opposition forces (Sudanese Popular Liberation Army)

2.

Iran is capable of sending forces to fight with the forces of Sudanese Government. So far more than (18)
people were killed from
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Republic of Iraq
President’s Office

Intelligence Service

Information
the forces operating under Jerusalem command during the clashes in Sudan.

3.

4.

Jerusalem Forces has recently sent a group of men among the cadres of (the Sudanese Islamic Front) to
Teheran to transfer information and special training to establish “the Sudanese Popular Defense Forces”
which will allow them to set up the revolutionary guard” in Sudan. Recently the he last militias that fall
under the front was estimated in Khartoum at around one hundred thousand fighters.
We confirm the existence of several Iranians with them in addition to the special corps in the North African
countries. There are two Directorates in charge of working within the popular milieus. These corps are:
a. Afghanistan
b. Pakistan
They are considered to be the front base but the backdoor back is Istanbul. From there the forces and
networks operate in the direction of Europe.
The third corps operates independently in the third Directorate in terms of formations and operates under
the guard’s general command. It is in charge of Jerusalem Forces in Turkey. The man in charge of the third
corps is the guard Chief (Kamal Hidayat) while operating under the command of (Muhsin Rida’i). (Ahmad
Wahidi) also works under his command as well as in the camps linked to it. It is an educational camp under
the command of (Jawad Tali’i).
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Republic of Iraq
President’s Office

2672
Intelligence Service

Information
This corps has assassinated the foreign diplomat in Ankara Turkey last March as a response to the confiscation of the
Iranian ship of weapons.
4.

There is a special Directorate in Afghanistan linked to a special corps that used to operate as headquarter for
al-Ansar. It took charge of the revolutionary guard in Afghanistan and Pakistan. However, after Jerusalem
Forces were established and with the increasing number of their cadres in the eighth corps ( (not clear) new
formations were established under the name of (The fourth Ansar corps). The man in charge of this corps is
the guard Chief (Qa’ani) who used to be the commander of the eight corps of the guard forces. His
responsibilities were:
a. To organize and support the Afghan Shiites in Iran
b. Educate these categories and send them as terrorist teams to Pakistan to carry out terrorist
operations
c. One of its functions is large scale attacks of homes in Karachi and Kweenah in June 1987
The fourth corps has four headquarters and they are: (Shabahad, Zahadan, Zabil and Firjand] along the
eastern birders of Iran. The elements are sent from these
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Republic of Iraq
President’s Office

Intelligence Service

Information

from these headquarters to Afghanistan, Pakistan , Kashmir and India.
5.

After the collapse of the Soviet Union the Mullahs regime in Teheran had reinforced the fourth corps and
increased its current capabilities and was put in charge of exporting the Iranian revolution to the republics
of central Asia. In this context five among the members of Jerusalem Forces delegated to Turkmenistan
were arrested by the guards of Turkmenistan in 02/11/1992 which is the day corresponding to the
celebration of the revolution of the late Khomeini. They were carrying weapons a machine gun and bombs.
For you’re your information and to benefit from this
Regards
Signature by proxy
12/20/1992

